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Abstract
For an enzyme functioning predominantly in a seemingly housekeeping role of 5′ tRNA maturation,
RNase P displays a remarkable diversity in subunit make-up across the three domains of life. Despite
the protein complexity of this ribonucleoprotein enzyme increasing dramatically from bacteria to
eukarya, the catalytic function rests with the RNA subunit during evolution. However, the recent
demonstration of a protein-only human mitochondrial RNase P has added further intrigue to the
compositional variability of this enzyme. In this review, we discuss some possible reasons underlying
the structural diversity of the active sites, and use them as thematic bases for elaborating new
directions to understand how functional variations might have contributed to the complex evolution
of RNase P.
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1. INTRODUCTION
What began four decades ago as a quest to uncover the catalyst responsible for removing the
5′ leaders of precursor tRNAs (pre-tRNAs) during tRNA biogenesis resulted not only in the
discovery of the first true RNA enzyme [1], but has also revealed the surprisingly diverse guises
adopted by this enzyme in different life forms. This endonucleolytic activity termed RNase P
functions predominantly as a ribonucleoprotein (RNP), albeit with different subunit make-up
depending on the source: a single RNase P RNA (RPR) is associated with one, (at least) four
and nine RNase P protein (RPP) subunits in Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya (nucleus),
respectively (Fig. 1) [2–4]. Although catalysis is associated with the RNA [1,5,6], the proteins
play vital supporting roles, highlighting the intimate functional coordination among the
subunits. The higher protein:RNA mass ratio in archaeal and eukaryal RNase P than in their
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bacterial counterpart offers a paradigm to understand the possible reassignment of structural
and functional attributes of RNAs to protein cofactors that were recruited during evolution.
The finding that some organellar isoforms of RNase P are protein enzymes [7] invites the
question why cells, now relying almost exclusively on proteins for catalytic and structural roles,
have retained RNA-mediated catalysis at all in RNase P. Such questions spawned by the
remarkable diversity of RNase P form the mainstay of this review. While we take a closer look
at the likely bases for the variability in RNase P and discuss some future research directions
in this regard, we refer the reader to a new book on RNase P [8] and some recent comprehensive
reviews [9–12] for detailed information on various aspects not elaborated here.

2. VARIABLE COMPOSITION OF RNASE P
Although there are some thematic variations, we highlight the most common make-up of the
RNase P holoenzyme from each domain of life. We describe the organellar variants in some
detail as they exemplify the remarkable variability of RNase P.

2.1. Bacterial RNase P
From early observations that mutants thermosensitive for RNase P activity map to two distinct
loci in the Escherichia coli genome [13,14], two subunits were expected in the holoenzyme.
However, RNase P was not anticipated then to be an RNP. Of historical significance were
biochemical reconstitution and genetic studies revealing the RNA subunit (encoded by rnpB)
to be the catalytic moiety and the protein subunit (encoded by rnpA) a cofactor [1,15–18]; both
subunits are essential in vivo. The RPR is roughly 120 kDa and the protein 15 kDa in most
bacteria, and the tertiary structures of each subunit has been solved [19–23]. The single bacterial
RPP has multiple roles [24–32]: (i) promoting direct interactions with the 5′ leader sequence
to increase the affinity for the pre-tRNA (substrate) over mature tRNA (product), (ii) enhancing
the RPR’s rate of cleavage, and (iii) enabling the RPR to function at physiological Mg2+

concentrations by increasing the affinity for active-site Mg2+ ions. In a manner reminiscent of
EF-Tu [33], bacterial RPP appears to compensate for differences in various pre-tRNA
structures by altering its energetic contributions to leader binding and enhancing the rate of
RPR-mediated cleavage by 3- to 1,000-fold to ensure that processing of different substrates by
the holoenzyme occurs at an almost invariable rate [30].

2.2. Eukaryal (nuclear) RNase P
Isolation and characterization of yeast and human native nuclear RNase P revealed that they
have an RPR plus nine and ten RPPs, respectively [4,34–37]; genetic depletion in yeast revealed
that all subunits are essential for RNase P activity and cell viability [34]. While the RPR is
typically ~100 kDa, the proteins range from ~15 to 100 kDa. The human RPPs are termed
RPP14, RPP20, RPP21, RPP25, RPP29, RPP30, RPP38, RPP40, POP5 and POP1, with RPP40
being the only protein with no homolog in yeast RNase P. Although in vitro pull-down/
crosslinking and yeast two-/three-hybrid studies [38–41] have uncovered some RPP-RPP and
RPP-RPR interactions in these large RNPs (~400 kDa), the functional roles of individual RPPs
are lacking in the absence of in vitro reconstitution and tertiary structures. The isolation of
conditional defective mutants has provided some clues into role of RPPs [42], although their
precise molecular defects remain to be discerned.

Sequence homology-based inventories of eukaryal RPP homologs reveal their absence in many
organisms [43]; it is unclear if this is due to sequence divergence or the real absence of RPPs.
Also, although there are some animal RPP homologs in plants, no RPR has been identified to
date, despite characterization of the activity indicating presence of an RNA component [44,
45].
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2.3. Archaeal RNase P
Using polyclonal antisera raised individually against the four Methanothermobacter
thermautotrophicus (Mth) polypeptides (RPP21, RPP29, RPP30 and POP5) with sequence
homology to the corresponding yeast/human RPPs, RNase P activity was immunoprecipitated
from a partially purified Mth preparation [46]. The archaeal RPPs, whose tertiary structures
have been solved [47–56], range from 10 to 30 kDa; the RPR is roughly 100 kDa. The
holoenzyme from different archaea has now been reconstituted in vitro from recombinant
subunits [48,57–59]. Such assays revealed that the four archaeal RPPs function as two binary
complexes (RPP21–RPP29 and RPP30-POP5) [58,59], consistent with results from yeast two-
hybrid and structural studies [47,49,51,55,60–62]. Although each binary complex aids RPR
catalysis, kinetic analyses suggest that they fulfill different roles: RPP21–RPP29 increases
affinity of the RPR for the pre-tRNA substrate (W-Y Chen and Gopalan, unpublished results),
while POP5-RPP30 enhances the rate of chemical cleavage nearly 100-fold [58]. The
functional parallel of POP5-RPP30 to the bacterial RPP [30,58] is mirrored by the structural
similarity between POP5 and the bacterial RPP [22,55], despite their weak primary sequence
homology, perhaps illustrating a case of convergent evolution.

Recently, we have obtained evidence that the ribosomal protein L7Ae, homologous to human
RPP38, co-purifies with archaeal RNase P activity (I-M Cho and Gopalan, unpublished
results). This protein was previously suspected to be a putative RPP based on its ability to
influence the thermal stability and kinetic properties of an in vitro reconstituted archaeal RNase
P [63]. Detailed investigations into the mechanism of action of L7Ae are ongoing.

2.4. Organellar RNase P
Except for the recent description of the protein-only RNase P from human mitochondria [7],
the make-up of RNase P from protein-synthesizing organelles (mitochondria and chloroplasts)
has remained elusive despite many years of intensive effort, even in favored model organisms
such as yeast. Organelles are derived from bacterial endosymbionts, and therefore a bacterial-
like RNase P structure would be a reasonable expectation for organellar RNase P. Surprisingly,
this is more the exception than the rule.

RPR—Homologs of the bacterial RPR gene (rnpB) are found in a few sequenced
mitochondrial genomes of basal lineages, such as those with either a genomic organization
similar to that of the ancestral endosymbiont (Reclinomonas) [64] or a high number of retained
genes (prasinophyte algae) [65]. In cases like Ascomycete fungi, the mitochondrial RPR is
highly degenerate and difficult to recognize [66]. In others such as Zygomycete fungi, the RPR
sequence is highly variable in length, ranging from 188 to 982 nts [67]. To date, no
mitochondrial RPR has been shown to be active in vitro.

Based on the available sequences of chloroplast genomes, rnpB homologs are present in some
of the chloroplasts derived from primary endosymbiosis: the glaucophyte alga Cyanophora
paradoxa [68], red algae [66,69–71], and several green algae (prasinophytes) [72,73], but not
in other green algae or higher plants. It is also absent in chloroplasts derived from secondary
endosymbiosis (e.g., Cryptophyte, Apicomplexa, Euglenozoa, Haptophyte,
Chlorarachniophyceae, and Stramenopiles). The predicted secondary structure of the
chloroplastic RPRs fits the bacterial type A consensus, although some of the tertiary contacts
are typically missing [74]. These RPRs failed to show activity in vitro [74], except for that
from C. paradoxa [75], which is weakly active by itself and could be reconstituted with a
bacterial RPP [75,76]. Although this bacterial-like RPR is enriched in purified fractions of C.
paradoxa plastid RNase P [77], nothing is known about its protein subunit(s). In higher plants,
biochemical data suggest that the chloroplast enzyme lacks RNA, but its components have not
been identified so far (see 5.4) [78,79].
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RPP(s)—No protein subunit homologous to bacterial RPP has been identified in organellar
RNase P (see below). Only in yeast and human mitochondria, is there any information on the
protein composition of RNase P. In yeast, only the nuclear-encoded RPM2 is known and shown
genetically to be required for mitochondrial RNase P activity [80]. It is a 100-kDa protein
completely unrelated to bacterial, archaeal or eukaryal nuclear RPPs and has no homologs
beyond Saccharomycetales.

The human mitochondrial (mt) RNase P is composed of three proteins (MRPP1, MRPP2, and
MRPP3), all unrelated to any known RPP [7]. MRPP1 is a tRNA m1G methyltransferase
(Trm10) involved in methylation of G9, MRPP2 is a member of the short-chain dehydrogenase/
reductase family, and MRPP3 is a metallonuclease with two pentatricopeptide repeats and is
postulated to house the catalytic site of the enzyme. Therefore, the ancestral RNA-containing
RNase P has been replaced by a patchwork of three proteins in human mtRNase P, two of
which have no known function involving tRNAs.

3. CATALYSIS
Cleavage of the scissile phosphodiester bond in pre-tRNAs (and other substrates) by either
RNP- or protein-based RNase P results in a 5' RNA with a 3'-OH and a 3' RNA with a 5'-
phosphate. Despite plurality in the nature of the enzyme (E) and its substrate (S),
rearrangements in the ES complex must somehow lead to a similar transition state and site-
specific phosphodiester hydrolysis. Although how the enzyme accomplishes this reaction is
unclear, some aspects of the mechanism are well characterized in studies on bacterial RNase
P discussed below.

3.1. Substrate recognition
Pre-tRNAs, the primary substrates for RNase P, are cleaved between N−1 and N+1 (Fig. 2),
except for bacterial and some organellar pre-tRNAHis wherein cleavage occurs between N−2
and N−1 [11,81]. Cleavage involves (i) docking the pre-tRNA in the active site, (ii) positioning
the catalytic metal ions that promote the chemical cleavage, and (iii) preventing a nucleophilic
attack by the neighboring 2'-OH at N−1 that would generate cleavage products with incorrect
ends (5'-OH and 2',3'-cyclic phosphate) [11].

We do not have a crystal structure of RNase P bound to its substrate. However, based on
biochemical and genetic data, several interactions between bacterial RNase P and its substrate
have been well characterized (Fig. 2A). These interactions are (i) the T-stem-loop region (TSL)
in the pre-tRNA and the P7–P11 region in the RPR, referred to as the TSL-binding site (TBS)
[11,82–84], (ii) the 3'-RCC sequence of the pre-tRNA which pairs with a conserved GGU
sequence in the L15-loop of RPR [85], (iii) the base at N−1 in the pre-tRNA interacts with
A248 in the RPR (E. coli numbering) [86,87], (iv) the acceptor stem of the pre-tRNA and
U69 in the RPR [88], (v) N−2 and N−4-N−7 in the 5' leader of the pre-tRNA and the bacterial
RPP [25,28,89]. Many of these interactions influence the positioning of catalytic metal ions at
and proximal to the cleavage site [26,88,90]. Interestingly, most pre-tRNAs carry a G+1, which
has been suggested to act as a guiding nucleotide during formation of the RNase P-substrate
complex [91,92]. Mutant bacterial RPRs or substrates (e.g., pre-tRNAs or model substrates)
in which these contacts were individually disrupted have revealed some redundancy in the
determinants that specify the cleavage site and align the scissile bond for efficient cleavage
(for a recent review, see [11]).

The TBS structures in archaeal/eukaryal and bacterial RPRs are quite different, and the L15-
loop, which in bacterial RPR constitutes the binding site for the 3' end of the substrate, is
missing in eukaryal (and some archaeal) RPRs [9,93]. Our recent observations suggesting that
the four archaeal RPPs influence substrate recognition and cleavage-site selection is therefore
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not unexpected (S. Sinapah et al., unpublished results). It remains to be determined, however,
if the archaeal/eukaryal RPPs contribute directly to catalysis, or if they merely serve as a
scaffold for their cognate RPRs and bring into register various residues and chemical groups
required for catalysis.

If RPRs base pair with pre-tRNAs, then how does the protein-based RNase P recognize pre-
tRNAs? In human mtRNase P, the Trm10 homolog MRPP1, responsible for G9 methylation,
has been proposed to be vital for substrate recognition [7]. But only five of the 22 human
mitochondrial tRNAs contain a G9. Activity of in vitro reconstituted human mtRNase P has
been reported with only two pre-tRNAs, both containing a G9. Might a different RNase P
enzyme be involved in processing the non-G9-containing pre-tRNAs? This question is
pertinent as there has been controversy over the nature of human mtRNase P, specifically if it
is protein- or RNP-based [94]. However, RNAi-mediated silencing of each of the three MRPPs
induces accumulation of A9-containing pre-tRNAVal, indicating that the pre-tRNA processing
function of MRPP1 is not restricted to G9-containing pre-tRNAs. Nevertheless, it is important
to analyze the ability of protein-only human mtRNase P to recognize a broader range of pre-
tRNAs (see 5.4).

3.2. Cleavage
Optimal cleavage by RNase P requires Mg2+. With bacterial RPRs, Mg2+ can be replaced by
other divalent metal ions (e.g., Mn2+, Ca2+) albeit with decreased activity and, in some cases,
fidelity [95–100]. It has been suggested that at least two Mg2+ ions participate directly in the
chemistry of cleavage, which is believed to proceed via an SN2 mechanism: one hydrated
Mg2+ ion generates the hydroxide nucleophile, and the other coordinates and stabilizes the
oxyanion leaving group [101–103]. This mechanism was first observed in protein enzymes
performing phosphoryl transfer (e.g., alkaline phosphatase) [104,105], and several studies have
supported such a scheme in RNase P catalysis [90,91,96,98,99,101–103,106–111]. Hence,
cleavage requires that the catalytic Mg2+ ions be positioned such that the correct phosphorous
is attacked. Specific chemical groups at and proximal to the cleavage site have been identified
to contribute to Mg2+ binding and bacterial RNase P catalysis: the 2'-OH at N−2, N−1 and
R+73; N7 at R+73; the (pro)-Rp-oxygen; the bridging 3' oxygen (leaving group) and the
exocyclic amine of G+1 [84,86,90,91,100,102,103,107–110,112–119]. In addition, replacing the
2'-OH at G+1 with hydrogen and the (pro)-Sp-oxygen at the scissile linkage with sulfur alters
the cleavage-site [91,102,103,110,114], but whether these functional groups affect how
catalytic Mg2+ ions are positioned or directly interact with RPR is not yet understood.

There appear to be negative and positive determinants for correct cleavage. The neighboring
2'-OH at N−1 in the substrate coordinates Mg2+ either by acting as an outer or inner sphere
ligand [87,90,108]. Potentially, this 2'-OH could nucleophilically attack the phosphorous atom
giving products with incorrect ends: 5'-OH and 2',3'-cyclic phosphate. Hence, the 2'-OH at
N−1 has to be positioned in the RNase P-substrate (ES) complex such that this outcome is
avoided and so this 2'-OH can be considered as a negative determinant. Among various
possibilities for how this incorrect cleavage is prevented, one suggests that the 2'-OH at N−1
hydrogen bonds with the RPR and, together with the (pro)-Rp-oxygen, coordinates the Mg2+

which generates the attacking nucleophile for correct cleavage [108]. Since coordination of
Mg2+ to the (pro)-Rp-oxygen would make the phosphorous more susceptible for a nucleophilic
attack, the Rp-oxygen could be viewed as a positive determinant.

We have analyzed three-dimensional structures of short RNA helices to obtain information
about the structural topography of the cleavage site in the absence of RNase P [120]. Such a
study suggests that a fully hexahydrated Mg2+ could be positioned in the deep groove close
(≈7–8 Å) to the cleavage site. Although the geometry is not ideal for in-line attack, in the
presence of the RPR, this critical metal ion might be repositioned in the ES complex to activate
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a water molecule leading to nucleophilic attack on the scissile bond. Such a nucleophile-
generating metal ion could be distinct from the metal ion that coordinates the (pro)-Rp-oxygen
at the scissile bond and the 2'-OH at N−1 (Fig. 2B). Despite having a crystal structure for two
bacterial RPRs in which some metal ion-binding sites have been identified [20,23,121], we
still lack a clear picture of where the catalytically relevant metal ions are positioned.

Although the make-up of bacterial and eukaryal RNase P is different, the mechanism of
cleavage in these disparate RNPs appears to have been preserved during evolution.
Reminiscent of bacterial RNase P are the findings in the eukaryotic RNase P-catalyzed reaction
that (i) sulfur-substitution of the (pro)-Sp-oxygen at the scissile bond shifts the cleavage site
[116], and (ii) both the 2'-OH of N−1 and the (pro)-Rp-oxygen at the cleavage site contribute
to catalysis, likely by coordinating Mg2+ [113,116]. In striking contrast to these RNPs, spinach
chloroplast RNase P, suspected to be a protein-only enzyme, was largely insensitive to
substitution of the (pro)-Rp-oxygen, indicating a different mechanism, yet to be deciphered
[117].

4. BASIS FOR DIVERSITY OF RNASE P?
4.1. Non-organellar RNase P

RPRs from all three domains of life possess the structural elements crucial for pre-tRNA
processing; this common attribute of RPRs was anticipated from their shared ancestry attested
by sequence and structural similarity of their putative catalytic core. None of the protein
cofactors associated with the RNP forms of RNase P, either alone or in combination, displays
any pre-tRNA processing activity. These observations could be integrated into an evolutionary
scenario wherein a progenitor RNA, a possible remnant from the RNA world, recruited/
associated itself with different protein cofactors; dynamic co-evolution of the RPR,
concomitant with remodeling of the RNP to fit the needs of the respective cells, could account
for the extant RPR variants (Fig. 1). However, it is intriguing why archaeal and eukaryal RNase
P are associated with four and nine RPPs, respectively, especially when a single, small bacterial
RPP (a mere one-tenth the size of the cognate RPR) renders the RNA catalyst more versatile
and efficient under near-physiological conditions.

Albeit appealing, the notion that increased protein complexity helps RNase P fulfill additional
functions or enables it to be finely regulated remains to be proven (see 5.2) [122,123].
Interestingly, the catalytic efficiency (at 37°C) of RNase P holoenzymes from the three domains
of life are similar: kcat/Km ~107 M−1s−1 (caveat emptor - there are differences in assay
conditions, substrates used, etc. in these different studies) [32,42,124]. Moreover, a recent
study with affinity-purified yeast native RNase P showed that its turnover at steady state was
limited by product release, akin to the rate-limiting step of the bacterial relative, thus indicating
a similar mechanism for these two disparate holoenzymes [125].

In light of this uniformity amid diversity, what then might account for the additional archaeal/
eukaryal RPPs? Some RPPs may be required to merely enhance the half-life (t1/2) of the RPR,
which when naked may be subject to nucleases. Even with bacterial RNase P, the mature RPR
has a t1/2 of 10 min, while that of the holoenzyme (with the single RPP) is 60 min [126]. The
crystal structure of the bacterial RPR reveals that its catalytic and substrate-specificity domains
are held together by intra-molecular braces formed by docking of tetraloops on helices [20,
23]. While the absence of these RPR elements likely eliminated such struts in archaeal/eukaryal
RPRs, at least some archaeal/eukaryal RPPs may have taken over this structural role to enhance
overall stability [123].

It is conceivable that the additional RPPs aid the RPR’s fidelity of processing by virtue of
proof-reading; in fact, one of the human RPPs has been shown to have weak ATPase activity
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[127]. Alternatively, they might make the archaeal/eukaryal RNase P holoenzyme more
versatile by enabling processing of a wider array of substrates (both non-coding RNAs and
mRNAs); for example, Saccharomyces cerevisiae RNase P is implicated in the maturation of
some intron-encoded box C/D snoRNAs [128]. However, such a claim related to versatility
has to be tempered by the fact that there is a growing number of non-tRNA substrates for even
bacterial RNase P (e.g., polycistronic mRNAs) [129,130].

With emerging evidence for functional coupling of RNase P with other machineries, it is
conceivable that this crosstalk requires RPPs for specialized protein-protein interactions. In
fact, inactivation of human RNase P results in decreased transcription of several non-coding
RNAs in a cell cycle-dependent fashion; it has been speculated that RNase P (not necessarily
with its full suite of RPPs) might act as a scaffold for the pol I and pol III transcription
machineries or even facilitate chromatin remodeling [131,132]. Moreover, there is recent
support for linkage between RNase P expression/assembly and mitochondrial fatty acid
biosynthesis in yeast and vertebrates, although how and why these pathways intersect is unclear
[133].

While the bacterial RNase P holoenzyme might be able to process in vitro the newly identified
substrates of eukaryal RNase P, the additional RPPs in the latter might be critical for sub-
cellular localization, regulation and functional coordination with other cellular assemblages.
Focusing on the catalytic capabilities alone of the different RNase P variants might then
undervalue the roles of archaeal/eukaryal RPPs in their respective milieu.

4.2. Organellar RNase P
Despite lacking in-depth knowledge about organellar RNase P, available information attests
to its rapid evolution as borne out by its diverse structure and composition (see 2.4). In the
protist Reclinomonas, mtRNase P contains a bacterial-like RPR similar to those of the α-
proteobacterial ancestor, while in human mitochondria it is devoid of RNA [7,64]. A similar
trend is observed in chloroplasts: a glaucophyte, red algae and prasinophytes contain a
bacterial-like RPR similar to those of their cyanobacterial ancestor, while in higher plants the
enzyme appears to be protein only [68–73,79]. What is the basis underlying this evolutionary
change? Although it is attributable to the high evolutionary rate of organelles and the plasticity
of their genomes, reasons based on RNase P function also merit consideration. RNase P has
many substrates besides pre-tRNAs in bacteria and the same might be true in the eukaryotic
nucleus. Evolution of nuclear RNase P is therefore constrained by the need to recognize these
different substrates efficiently and cleave them with high fidelity. Due to reduced and
streamlined genomes in organelles, many of the non-tRNA substrates known in bacteria are
absent, perhaps then allowing the organellar enzyme to diverge more freely albeit at the cost
of a narrower substrate specificity. Alternatively, the idiosyncratic nature of organellar tRNAs
and mRNAs could be the driving force behind the evolution of the enzyme. Clearly, importing
and assembling a large RNP (at least in some cases) was disfavored over that of a collage of
pre-existing organellar proteins [7].

5. REMAINING CHALLENGES
We enumerate below some directions that might facilitate efforts to unravel the bases for the
striking variations in RNase P.

5.1. Is the protein-rich subunit composition of RNase P in higher organisms a necessity for
its temporal and spatial control?

The subunit make-up of eukaryotic RNase P need not be invariable. It is possible that core
components are required for RNase P catalysis, and additional RPPs are recruited to promote
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assembly and sub-cellular localization in response to temporal and spatial cues. Support for
such a scenario comes from various findings. First, in vitro reconstituted archaeal RNase P,
made up of the RPR and five RPPs (including L7Ae), displays a kcat/Km comparable to that
of yeast native RNase P (I-M Cho and Gopalan, unpublished results) [42]. Second, a native
precursor form of yeast RNase P (RPR + 7 RPPs, without POP3/RPP38 and Rpr2p/RPP21)
was found to display an identical steady-state rate as the mature form (RPR + 9 RPPs) [134].
Third, animal RPP20 associates with the SMN complex that is required for assembly of large
RNPs [135]. Therefore, spatially- and temporally-resolved proteomic inventories are needed
to understand these possible dynamic changes in RNase P composition that might be
choreographed by development, differentiation and/or environmental factors. Such changes in
the make-up of the holoenzyme might be essential for altering substrate specificity, influencing
localization or conferring regulation. Appropriate choice of model organisms (e.g.,
Caenorhabditis elegans) will be critical to generate a spatio-temporal compositional map of
RNase P.

Our knowledge of a possible “catalytic core” could also be shaped by a systematic
computational analysis of genomes of simpler eukaryotes (e.g., Trichoplax adhaerens,
Monosiga brevicollis). Of course, the presence of such a eukaryal RNase P with fewer RPPs
compared to yeast/human RNase P will need to be experimentally validated.

An examination of the 3' UTRs of all eukaryal RPP mRNAs for possible micro-RNA (miRNA)-
binding sites might help define the core RPPs and those that are regulatory or transiently
associated. A recent study has suggested that housekeeping genes escape miRNA regulation
by having shorter 3' UTRs compared to highly regulated genes which are subject to stringent
control by miRNAs [136]. Alternative splicing, such as that described for human RPP21, could
be another mechanism to regulate eukaryotic RNase P subunit composition and attendant
cellular processes [36,137]. The finding of three additional mouse genes encoding shorter RPRs
led to the idea, untested so far, that these 3'-truncated forms might soak up RPPs and thereby
negatively regulate mouse RNase P activity in a cell-specific manner [138].

In vitro reconstitution of eukaryotic RNase P, albeit intractable to date, is essential to delineate
the subunits minimally required for catalysis. Although the human RPR is weakly active
without RPPs [5], and some activity has been reported when reconstituted with RPP21 and
RPP29 [139], a sequential assembly map with all 10 RPPs, together with a kinetic and
thermodynamic analysis of each partially reconstituted complex, will help delineate the
functional contribution of individual RPPs. Such studies with archaeal RNase P have proven
instructive [58,59] and might even provide a framework for studies on the more complex
eukaryotic counterpart.

5.2. What is the full spectrum of substrates of RNase P?
Coupling DNA microarrays with conditional mutants of RNase P in bacteria and yeast is a
powerful approach to conduct genome-wide searches and identify new substrates (e.g.,
polycistronic mRNAs, snoRNAs) [128,130,140]. Rapid affinity purification to obtain
substrate-bound yeast native RNase P and subsequent deep sequencing of bound substrates
have also proven fruitful [128]; the caveat exists that transiently-associated substrates might
not be identified. Similar approaches in other unicellular systems might expand the repertoire
of RNase P substrates. For multi-cellular organisms, the availability of inducible RNAi
constructs [141,142], critical in dissecting the role of tissue-specific proteins in developmental
processes (in flies and worms), opens up the possibility of similarly exploring the specialized
role(s) of “accessory RPPs”. Once an RPP is down-regulated using transgenic RNAi, RNAs
in tissues of interest could be examined using either deep sequencing or tiling arrays to identify
novel RNase P substrates whose processing likely required the knocked-down RPP.
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Correlating molecular and phenotypic changes will add to our understanding of the RPP’s role
in an organismal context.

The ability of bacterial and eukaryal RNase P to cleave a large number of structurally different
substrates begs the question of what features are essential for recognition in vivo. A careful
compilation of non-tRNA substrates and analyzing their structures (experimental probing or
in silico approaches) might aid future computational prediction of RNase P substrates.

5.3. Is there coordinate control of expression of RPR and RPPs?
RNase P, like other RNPs, presents a challenge to the cell for balanced synthesis of its RNA
and protein components. In bacteria, the RPR has a significantly shorter half-life in vivo without
its cognate protein [126]; therefore, economic considerations alone would suggest that there
be mechanisms (currently unknown) for synchronized expression of the RNA and protein
subunits. In addition to the possible involvement of post-transcriptional processes to ensure
stoichiometric expression of RPR and RPPs in both bacteria and eukarya, coordinated
transcription of the eukaryotic RPR (by pol III) and nine RPP mRNAs (by pol II) faces the
problem of establishing crosstalk between different polymerases. In fact, in two independent
studies [143,144], down-regulation of a single RPP in cultured human cells resulted in a
concomitant decrease of up to four other RPPs (but not the RPR), likely due to transcriptional
repression. Transcriptome data pursuant to either transcription factor knock-down or
overexpression could be used to uncover mechanisms that permit coordinate control. Also,
recent advances using destabilizing domains in a protein of interest and a synthetic, cell-
permeable organic molecule to rapidly and reversibly manipulate its stability/function [145]
are worth exploiting to examine how altering a single RPP affects other RNase P holoenzyme
components.

Superimposed on this coordinated RPR and RPP expression is the need for functional coupling
of RNase P with other members of the translational apparatus. In bacteria and archaea, one
RPP gene is in the same operon as a ribosomal protein gene [15,146]; how the crosstalk is
accomplished in eukaryotes is unclear. Recently, two studies have discovered that yeast RNase
P might process antisense RNAs from genes encoding ribosomal proteins [128,140]; whether
this is a mechanism for correlating RNase P activity with expression of ribosomal proteins
remains to be proven.

5.4. Is the protein-only RNase P recently found in human mitochondria unique to metazoa?
The finding of a proteinaceous human mtRNase P [7], along with the proposal of the same in
plant choroplasts [79], suggests that an organellar protein-only RNase P might be more
common. Of the three protein subunits of human mtRNase P, only the putative catalytic MRPP3
has a widespread distribution in eukarya; both MRPP1 and MRPP2 seem to be restricted to
the animal kingdom [7]. Such non-overlapping presence of the three subunits implies that
alternative organellar solution(s) might be used in other eukaryotes. It is possible that MRPP3
from a non-metazoan lineage can support RNase P activity either alone or with additional
lineage-specific proteins. The finding that pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins support
translation in organelles by binding to mRNAs and tRNAs [147] suggests that an MRPP3
homolog might be able to use (i) its PPR domain to bind pre-tRNAs, and (ii) its metallonuclease
domain to cleave the 5' leader. Moreover, given the combinatorial capabilities afforded by exon
shuffling, it would not be surprising to find hybrid versions where two or three RPPs of human
mtRNase P are fused together. Database mining and validating such variants will be fruitful.

Nuclear RNase P has been found to date to be RNP-based, but there might well be exceptions.
Although the sequenced nuclear genomes of kinetoplastids encode no identifiable eukaryal
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nuclear RPR or RPPs [43], MRPP3 homologs are found in Leishmania species and
Trypanosoma brucei [7], and these merit further investigation.

5.5. Organellar RNase P variants - surprises in store?
Biochemical purification of organellar RNase P, albeit arduous, was the key to determining
the protein-only make-up of human mtRNase P [7]. However, this procedure requires the
availability of high-quality purified organelles in sufficient amount from an organism with its
nuclear and organellar genomes sequenced. That is not the case for many of the organisms in
which the organellar genome encodes an rnpB. For instance, it is currently difficult to isolate
from red algae chloroplasts that are free of contaminating nuclei and cytoplasm. Other algae
like Ostreococcus tauri are difficult to cultivate to high levels as axenic cultures. Biochemical
advances will therefore depend on identifying new model organisms that have complete
genome information, are amenable to genetic manipulation, and permit isolation of large
amounts of organelles.

Although currently available organellar genomic sequences have not provided clues on
possible RPPs, several prasinophyte nuclear genomes encode proteins containing domains
homologous to bacterial RPP [148–150]. The function of these proteins is unknown as is their
localization to organelles, where an rnpB is identified in some cases. This is nevertheless an
interesting scenario wherein the RNA component of the bacterial RNase P predecessor was
retained in the organellar genome while the protein was transferred to the nucleus.

5.6. Is the protein-only RNase P functionally equivalent to the RNP version?
Since genetic complementation assays are available in bacteria and yeast, it would be
interesting to examine if the three-protein human mtRNase P would suffice in heterologous
settings where an RNP is typically employed; of course, such experiments are predicated on
successful expression and reconstitution of the MRPPs in a non-native environment. It is also
essential to determine in vitro the kinetic properties of the RNP and protein variants of RNase
P (at physiological Mg2+ and salt concentrations) to appreciate possible limitations of the latter
that might have precluded its widespread adoption in lieu of the former.

5.7. Coordination with other machineries
To fully understand the basis for the increased protein complexity in archaeal and eukaryal
RNase P, it is vital to map their possible linkage with other cellular machineries. Since affinity
purification of human and yeast RNase P is possible, these purifications should be performed
under conditions that preserve weak macromolecular interactions, allowing subsequent
proteomic studies to identify interactors. Immunoprecipitation (IP) with an RPP-specific
antibody under mild conditions followed by examining the IP contents on a comprehensive
antibody micro-array (when available) could also provide useful leads.

6. SUMMARY
For a seemingly simple housekeeping-type enzyme, RNase P continues to provide surprises
in terms of the structural diversity of its active sites and the complex evolution underpinning
this variability. Perhaps, it merely attests the idea, now appreciated in protein enzymes, that
there are many ways to hydrolyze phosphodiester bonds in nucleic acids. High-resolution
structures of RNase P-substrate complexes from the three domains of life (including organellar
variants) should inform us if a uniform active-site architecture could result from RNA- and
protein-based RNase P. Meanwhile, the daunting challenge will be to figure out the possible
bases for this remarkable plasticity of RNase P.
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Figure 1.
A cladogram depicting a possible scheme for evolution of RNA-based RNase P (see sections
1 and 4 for details). Scales are arbitrary. LUCA, last universal common ancestor; RPR, RNase
P RNA; RPP, RNase P protein.
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Figure 2.
Substrate recognition and catalysis by bacterial RNase P (see section 3 for details). (A)
Secondary structures of the E. coli RPR (left) and a pre-tRNA (right) illustrating the domains
required for interactions during RNase P catalysis. The interaction of the leader sequence in
the pre-tRNA (bold, dashed line) with the RPP is also indicated. TBS, T stem-loop-binding
site. (B) A close-up view showing one model of the canonical RNase P cleavage site. Chemical
groups (black spheres) and Mg2+ (red spheres) suggested to contribute to catalysis are marked.
Also depicted is a Mg2+-activated hydroxide nucleophile (arrow), which attacks the
phosphorous atom in the scissile bond.
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